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SSC members that attended remotely were:  
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SSC members absent were:  
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SSC Administrative Discussion 
Diana Evans (NPFMC) presented several administrative issues to the SSC. The SCS7 proceedings are now 
published and planning for SCS8 is underway. The SCS8 will be in Portland, Maine, in late August 2024 
and will focus on “Applying ABC control rules in a changing environment”. In addition to the SSC co-
chairs, SSC member Mike Downs agreed to participate on the steering committee. 

A draft of a ‘plain language’ summary of the 2023 February SSC workshop was prepared for input and 
feedback from SSC members. Members were asked to provide edits and feedback to SSC member Robert 
Foy by June 19. The final summary will be disseminated and posted to the Council website.   

https://www.npfmc.org/SCS7
https://www.npfmc.org/SCS7
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The SSC received draft revisions to the SSC handbook for review. The SSC appreciated the inclusion of 
the NPFMC Policy on Addressing Allegations of Harassment of Process Participants other than Council 
Employees and noted that adding information on whether, and if so what, confidentiality might be possible 
for those who are subjected to harassment or those that report harassment might help increase the likelihood 
of reporting. Additional minor edits to the handbook were provided to Council staff by individual SSC 
members and the SSC sought some additional clarifications on the Council process. 

The SSC received a brief overview of the proposed Research Priorities (RP) process from the SSC subgroup 
on RPs, presented by Chris Siddon (SSC member), to seek feedback from the full SSC on the proposed 
process. The SSC concurred with the proposed process and timeline and recommended that the 
Council solicit public input on RPs via an online submission form between June and October. Under 
the proposed plan, submissions for RPs would be reviewed by relevant Plan/Planning Teams (Groundfish, 
Crab, Scallop, Social Sciences) as well as the Bering Sea FEP team and the SSC subgroup by January 2024, 
with additional opportunities for public input. Summaries and priorities from each group would be provided 
to the full SSC for review in February 2024. The SSC would make final recommendations to the Council, 
including the ‘top 10’ priorities, in April 2024. The SSC appreciates the work of the SSC subgroup to 
develop these plans and notes that close coordination with all Plan/Planning Teams and the BS FEP team 
will be required to meet the timeline. 

The SSC received an update on potential adjustments to the Council meeting annual cycle. To achieve 
significant cost savings, some of the options include dropping the February meeting, making the February 
meeting entirely virtual, making either the December or February meeting in person for the SSC and virtual 
for the AP and Council, or making another meeting virtual for the SSC only. The SSC acknowledges the 
budgetary constraints and challenges faced by the Council and the need for savings through adjustments to 
the annual schedule. The SSC discussed the relative merits of dropping the February meeting versus 
meeting virtually for one or more meetings. While there was no consensus on the best option, the SSC noted 
its support for meeting in person rather than virtually, to the extent possible. The SSC also noted the benefits 
of continuing to meet in conjunction with the AP and Council, but these benefits could still be realized with 
fewer joint, in-person meetings. 

While some support was expressed for dropping the February meeting, the SSC was concerned about the 
current workload for reviewing lengthy and increasingly complex analytical documents in less time and 
noted that most in-person SSC meetings have effectively become full three-day meetings already and virtual 
SSC meetings generally took four to five days to cover the same amount of material as a three-day in-person 
meeting. Therefore, additional efficiencies in the annual cycle would still have to be identified to limit 
the length of meetings if the February meeting is dropped or if SSC meetings are changed to virtual. 
This may include reducing the number of model runs reviewed during final specifications and/or relying 
more heavily on recommendations from other review bodies. The SSC also noted concerns that topics 
typically taken up in February, which includes a number of socio-economic items and analyses, may be the 
first to be dropped when insufficient time for review is available. Some SSC members noted that flexibility 
in the length and format of meetings may be required to ensure sufficient time to adequately review analyses 
and develop recommendations. The SSC suggests that, to the extent it does not yet exist in writing, a clear 
framework for a typical annual cycle would be a useful planning tool. The framework should include all 
required elements, associated timelines, and other documents typically reviewed by the SSC to ensure that 
all documents receive adequate review under any option considered. While the SSC previously expressed 
concerns about the SSC workshop that is typically scheduled in February, it was noted that other 
opportunities for workshops could be identified as needed and maintaining flexibility in the timing and 
format of SSC workshops could be beneficial.    

During Executive Session, the SSC discussed areas of expertise on the SSC that could be expanded in the 
future. The SSC supports the recommendation from the LKTKS Task Force to expand expertise and 
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increase capacity on the SSC as needed to review and assess LKTKS information that may come before the 
Council.   

B1 Plan Team Nominations 
The SSC reviewed three nominations for plan teams, including: Ms. Abby Jahn to the GOA Groundfish 
Plan Team, Mr. Steve Whitney to the BSAI Groundfish Plan Team, and Dr. Sarah Wise to the Social 
Science Planning Team. The SSC finds these nominees to be well-qualified and recommends the Council 
approve the nominations. The SSC appreciates the contributions of Mary Furness, Obren Davis and Steve 
Kasperski.  

B2 National Standard 1 Guidelines 
The SSC received a presentation from Rick Methot on the updated Technical Guidance for Estimating 
Status Determination Reference Points and their Proxies - National Standard 1 guidelines. The SSC thanks 
Dr. Methot for his presentation and responsiveness to SSC questions. To provide feedback prior to the 
August 31st deadline, the SSC has formed a subgroup to draft comments from a regional perspective.   

C1 Bering Sea Aleutian Islands Crab 
The SSC received a detailed report on the May 2023 Crab Plan Team (CPT) meeting from Sarah Rheinsmith 
(NPFMC) and the CPT co-chairs, Mike Litzow (NOAA-AFSC) and Katie Palof (ADF&G). The SSC 
appreciates the CPT’s efforts to streamline their presentation to the SSC. Not all CPT agenda items were 
presented to the SSC, though they are detailed in the CPT report. Items on which the SSC provided 
comments are below. Table 1 includes the stock status determination criteria and Table 2 includes the June 
2023 SSC recommendations.  
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Table 1. Stock status in relation to status determination criteria for 2022/23. Hatched areas indicate parameters not applicable for that tier. 
Values are in thousands of metric tons (kt).  

Chapter Stock Tier MSST1 
BMSY or 

BMSY proxy 
2022/23 
MMB 

2022/23 
MMB/ BMSY

 
2022/23 

OFL 
2022/23 Total 

Catch 
Rebuilding 

Status 
 

1 EBS snow crab 3   55.0  10.32    

2 BB red king crab 3   17.0  3.04    

3 EBS Tanner crab 3   47.58  32.81    

4 Pribilof Islands 
red king crab 4   3.88  0.685    

5 Pribilof Islands 
blue king crab 4   0.18  0.00116    

6 St. Matthew Island 
blue king crab 4   1.31  0.07    

7 
Norton Sound red 

king crab 2 
4 0.95 1.90 2.42 1.27 0.30 0.16   

8 AI golden king 
crab 3 5.83 11.66 13.60 1.17 3.76 2.61   

9 
Pribilof Islands 

golden king crab 3 
5     0.093 Conf.   

10 Western AI red 
king crab 5     0.056 <0.001   

1 As estimated in the 2023 assessment 
2 For Norton Sound red king crab, all values in the table except 2022/23 total catch were projected using the January 2022 
assessment. Stock status for NSRKC is determined in February (2022/23 MMB was projected for 2/1/23 and compared with the 
projection of BMSY proxy for the 2022/23 year).  

 

3 PIGKC specifications are set on a calendar year basis. 
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Table 2. SSC recommendations for EBS crab stocks. Stocks for which specifications are rolled over between assessments (PIRKC and SMBKC) 
or were set in February (NSRKC) are included. Biomass values are in thousand metric tons (kt). Tier designations in this table are based on the 
projected stock status in 2023/2024. Stocks for which the SSC recommended different harvest specifications from the CPT are bolded. Harvest 
specifications for SAFE Chapters 1 – 4 and 6 are set in October and Chapters 5 and 8 – 10 are set in June, in the year according to the assessment 
frequency cycle (see current SAFE Introduction for assessment cycle). Chapter 7 is set in February. 

 

 

Ch Stock Tier FOFL 

BMSY or 
BMSY 
proxy 

BMSY 
 basis 
years1 

2023/242 
MMB 

2023/24 
MMB/ BMSY 

Natural 
Mortality (M) 

2023/24 
OFL 

2023/24 
ABC 

ABC 
Buffer 

 

1 E. Bering Sea 
 snow crab            

2 Bristol Bay 
 red king crab            

3 E. Bering Sea 
 Tanner crab            

4 Pribilof Is. 
  red king crab 4a 0.21 1.71 2000-2021 3.88 2.27 0.21 0.685 0.51 25%  

5 Pribilof Is. 
 blue king crab            

6 St. Matthew blue 
king crab 4b 0.06 3.26 1978-2021 1.31 0.40 0.18 0.07 0.05 25%  

7 Norton Sound red 
king crab 4a 0.18 1.98 1980-2023 2.40 1.21 0.18 0.31 0.22 30%  

1 For Tiers 3 and 4, where BMSY proxy is estimable, the years refer to the time period over which the estimate is made. For Tier 5 stocks, it is 
the years from which the average catch for OFL is estimated.  

           
 

2 MMB is estimated on 2/1/2024 for NSRKC and on 2/15/2023 for all other Tier 1-4 stocks, using the current assessments.   
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Table 2 CONT. SSC recommendations for EBS crab stocks. Stocks for which specifications are rolled over between assessments (PIRKC and 
SMBKC) or were set in February (NSRKC) are included. Biomass values are in thousand metric tons (kt). Tier designations in this table are 
based on the projected stock status in 2023/2024. Stocks for which the SSC recommended different harvest specifications from the CPT are 
bolded. Harvest specifications for SAFE Chapters 1 – 4 and 6 are set in October and Chapters 5 and 8 – 10 are set in June, in the year according 
to the assessment frequency cycle (see current SAFE Introduction for assessment cycle). Chapter 7 is set in February. 

 

 

Ch Stock Tier FOFL 

BMSY or 
BMSY 
proxy 

BMSY 
 basis 
years1 

2023/242 
MMB 

2023/24 
MMB/ BMSY 

Natural 
Mortality (M) 

2023/24 
OFL 

2023/24 
ABC 

ABC 
Buffer 

 

8 Aleutian Is. 
golden king crab3  3 0.59 (EAG) 

0.50 (WAG) 11.66 1987-2017 12.07 1.04 0.22 4.18 3.14 25%  

9 Pribilof Is. golden 
king crab4 5 - - - - - - 0.114 0.085 25%  

10 W. Aleutian Is. 
 red king crab 5 - - - - - - 0.056 0.014 75%  

1 For Tiers 3 and 4, where BMSY proxy is estimable, the years refer to the time period over which the estimate is made. For Tier 5 stocks, it is 
the years from which the average catch for OFL is estimated.  

           
 

2 MMB is estimated on 2/1/2024 for NSRKC and on 2/15/2023 for all other Tier 1-4 stocks, using the current assessments.   
3 AIGKC OFL and ABC are calculated by combining two separate assessment models for the EAG and WAG, as presented in the current 
assessment 
4 PIGKC specifications are set on a calendar year basis 
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General BSAI Crab Comments 
The SSC highlights that the estimation of unrealistically high instantaneous fishing mortality rates appears 
to be an emergent property of several crab assessments (e.g., Tanner crab, snow crab), likely related to the 
complexity of variation in growth and its interaction with selectivity and retention. These estimates result 
in ABC recommendations that would remove virtually all legal sized crab from the population. The SSC 
encourages collaboration among assessment authors to identify the root causes of this common issue and 
potential solutions and suggests potentially using a hypothesis driven approach. The SSC recommends that 
this is a high priority topic for the crab modeling workshop planned for January 2024. 

The SSC recommends that, as some crab assessment models are re-evaluated starting from simpler base 
models, any changes to model structure are made incrementally to evaluate the effect of each change 
individually. 

The SSC recommends that when “fallback” Tier 4 alternatives are provided, as recommended by the crab 
Simpler Modelling Workshop, plots that compare the OFLs predicted by the existing status quo Tier 3 
model against the OFLs recommended by Tier 4 models for previous years be included. In addition, when 
estimating biomass for Tier 4 models, the SSC recommends that the authors base these on the whole time 
series or develop justification for a better time block that represents current fishing potential for the stock. 
The SSC also recommends that, for “fallback” Tier 4 models, the authors and CPT recommend an 
appropriate ABC buffer, so the SSC has CPT advice should the SSC decide a “fallback” Tier 4 assessment 
needs to be used. The SSC notes that buffers will likely differ between Tier 3 and Tier 4 models depending 
on whether concerns relate primarily to the Tier 3 model structure or to other factors.  

Aleutian Islands Golden King Crab 

The SSC received a summary of the Aleutian Islands golden king crab (AIGKC) stock assessment. The 
SSC thanks the stock assessment authors for their responses to previous CPT and SSC comments. For 
previous comments that have not yet been addressed, the SSC notes that they may be best addressed through 
future modifications and sensitivity analyses applied to the recently implemented GMACS model (e.g. fit 
diagnostics, fit to CPUE indices, and combined area model). The SSC is also pleased to see the new estimate 
of natural mortality and the new size-at-maturity information. 

AIGKC is managed as a Tier 3 stock with a single OFL and ABC. However, ADF&G manages the fishery 
on a two-area basis (east and west of 174°W longitude; EAG and WAG, respectively) with a harvest 
strategy based on model-estimated mature male abundance that splits the TAC and specifies a 15% 
maximum harvest rate for EAG and 20% maximum harvest rate for WAG. The AIGKC assessment is based 
on two separate models (the EAG and WAG) that are configured similarly and model results are summed 
to provide stock-wide management advice.  

Harvest in the EAG and WAG had not been completed by the time the assessment was conducted. The 
authors estimated the final catch based on expected effort. The retained catch and bycatch mortality were 
similar to, or lower than, other recent years. Fishery CPUE increased in 2022-23 in the EAG and the WAG 
(but remains close to the average CPUE since 2003). 

The authors presented three models for the WAG and five models for the EAG. Models common to both 
areas included: 

● For reference, Model 22.9c (2022 accepted Model 22.1e2 with modifications for GMACS 
transition) 

● GMACS Model 22.1e2 (base model) 
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● GMACS Model 22.1f that included a Year:Block interaction for the CPUE index 

The following additional models for the EAG were presented but not considered for harvest specifications: 

●  GMACS Model 22.1g (Model 22.1e2 with the cooperative survey from 2015-2022)  

● GMACS Model 22.1h (Model 22.1f with the cooperative survey from 2015-2022). 

The SSC supports the CPT’s recommendation to use Model 22.1e2 for both the EAG and the WAG 
as the basis for harvest specifications and status determination. Results from these models indicate 
that AIGKC is not overfished. Overfishing will be evaluated at the October 2023 SSC meeting, after the 
fishery is complete. The SSC recommends that for the future all models under consideration for setting 
harvest specifications, the authors should include the appropriate diagnostics and figures showing model 
fits to all data sources to evaluate model performance and convergence which will allow the CPT and SSC 
to better understand differences among proposed models.  

Specifications for the Tier 3 AIGKC assessment are based on the combined areas of EAG and WAG; 
however, because the EAG and WAG areas are modeled separately, area-specific status is available. The 
EAG stock was above MMB35% (Tier 3a), while the WAG stock was below MMB35% (Tier 3b) in 2022/23. 
The SSC notes that the OFL calculation method in the current assessment does not exactly follow the 
method approved by the SSC and CPT in 2017.  However, current OFL calculations are likely conservative 
compared to the result of the OFL calculation method approved by the SSC and CPT in 2017. Therefore 
the SSC supports the CPT-recommended OFL specified in the current assessment, but, recommends 
returning to calculation of a single OFL and ABC for the combined model results (as in 2017) in the future 
(not summing model-specific OFLs for Models 22.1e2 applied to the separate areas (EAG and WAG)). The 
SSC recommends continued exploration into single-area or a two-area spatially explicit model, noting that 
a two-area spatially explicit model may be a “bridge” between previous separate model approaches and a 
combined model approach. The SSC notes that, if the model changes to a single area or a two-area spatially 
explicit model, the specific method for calculating the OFL may change.  

A 25% buffer to the maximum permissible ABC for AIGKC was applied from 2017 to 2020 but was 
increased to 30% in 2021 due to model convergence concerns. The buffer was subsequently reduced to 
25% in 2022 due to a reduction in these concerns. The SSC agrees with the CPT recommendation for a 
25% buffer for this assessment and supports the resulting ABC. For the future, the SSC specifically 
requests that jitter and retrospective analyses be conducted for all final models that have the potential 
to be used for setting harvest specifications. The SSC thanks the CPT for continuing to provide a clear 
table identifying factors that are considered in a buffer for this stock. 

The SSC supports the specific CPT recommendations for additional research and development of 
upcoming assessments. In addition, the SSC notes the following: 

● The SSC places a high priority on incorporating information from the cooperative survey into the 
assessment and supports the CPT recommendation that this be incorporated as a separate fleet. 

● Further examination of the retrospective pattern in terms of magnitude, direction and cause 
continues to be important. 

● Revisit the choice to maintain the recruitment years at 1987 – 2017 rather than successively adding 
recent years to the time series, as is done for other crab stocks. 
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● The CPT recommended removing the data on the smallest size bin for the total catch prior to 
2005/2006. The SSC requests first plotting these data and the model fit and providing further 
consideration of why these data may or may not be representative of the fishery at that time. 

● The current method of projecting the remaining landings for the current incomplete season seems 
overly complicated and the SSC recommends that a more straightforward method for determining 
total catch be considered, such as basing it on the average fraction harvested to date. 

● Further analysis and discussion of the retrospective pattern is needed to justify the size of the buffer 
used. 

Pribilof Islands Golden King Crab 

The SSC received a presentation on the full Pribilof Islands golden king crab (PIGKC) SAFE report. This 
is a Tier 5 stock that is managed on a calendar-year basis (January 1 - December 31), with assessments 
occurring triennially. The last assessment was conducted in 2020. The OFL and ABC for calendar years 
2024 - 2026 are set using this year’s assessment. 

The fishery has been managed with an ADF&G guideline harvest level (GHL) of 59 t since 2015 and 
participation in this fishery is sporadic. Total catch was well below the OFL of 93 t, so overfishing did not 
occur in 2020, 2021 or 2022.   

In response to previous SSC requests, the author presented a Tier 4 approach and a Tier 4/5 approach, in 
addition to the status quo Tier 5 approach, which has been used since 2012. Both the Tier 4 and Tier 4/5 
analyses were conducted with M values of 0.18 and 0.22 yr-1 and used fisheries-independent data from the 
NMFS slope survey. The Tier 4 approach examined 5 models that explored differences in survey years 
included in MMB calculation, the CV for MMB, penalties to the likelihood and priors on process error as 
implemented in the R package rema. The Tier 4/5 approach was based on the method used in the 2010 
GOA spiny dogfish assessment. This method computed OFL using natural mortality as a proxy exploitation 
rate (E) so that E = M = FOFL and OFL = E × B where B is the average MMB (517 t) for 2002-2016 EBS 
slope surveys to capture the range of potential productivity of the stock.    

The CPT report summarized the potential benefits and drawbacks of moving the stock to Tier 4, noting that 
while it more accurately reflects the uncertainty associated with old survey data, the uncertainty for MMB 
estimates increases monotonically with the length of time since the last available data point. The last slope 
survey was conducted in 2016 and given that there are currently no plans to reinstate the slope survey, the 
CPT recommended that Tier 5 remains the best approach for managing this stock. However, the CPT noted 
that if new survey data become available the Tier 4 approach has the advantage of allowing for dynamic 
population estimates and should be reconsidered.  

The SSC discussed the CPT’s and author’s rationale for using the Tier 5 approach but instead 
recommends using the Tier 4/5 method for specifications. This approach uses survey estimates of MMB 
from a more recent time period (2002 - 2016) than the fishery total catch data used in Tier 5 (1993-1998). 
The SSC discussed the potential concern that survey biomass may change over time due to climate change 
and would be unknown without future surveys, but still recommended that Tier 4/5 be used, because this is 
a deep-water species that is less affected than shallow water crab species. The Tier 4/5 approach uses a 
natural mortality multiplier of 0.22 on MMB that is a reasonable approximation of the productive capacity 
of the stock and based on recent work on Aleutian Island golden king crab (Siddeek et al., 2022). The ABC 
was computed using a 25% buffer on OFL, consistent with Tier 4 calculations for EBS crab stocks.  
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Finally, the SSC notes an experimental survey expanding the shelf trawl sampling to depths up to 400 
meters is forthcoming and looks forward to updates regarding the potential of this work to inform future 
assessments. 

Western Aleutian Islands Red King Crab 

The SSC received a presentation on the Western Aleutian Islands red king crab (WAIRKC) SAFE Report. 
This is a Tier 5 stock that is assessed triennially. The fishery has been closed since the 2003/04 season and 
the OFL is calculated using annual retained catch, non-directed crab discard mortality, and groundfish 
discard mortality averaged over the reference period 1995/96 - 2007/08. Bycatch mortality of WAIRKC 
has been very low in recent years and the relative increase in the proportion of WAIRKC bycatch during 
2017/18 - 2019/20 was attributed to the Pacific ocean perch bottom trawl fishery. Since the last assessment 
in 2020, overfishing did not occur during the 2020/21-2022/23 seasons because the estimated total catch 
did not exceed the Tier 5 OFL established for those years (56 t). 

The SSC supports CPT and author-recommended Tier 5 OFL and ABC, using the status quo buffer 
of 75%. As noted by the CPT, the 75% buffer reflects the depressed status of the stock and the lack of new 
data sources. In future assessments, the SSC requests further clarification regarding why the 75% 
buffer was originally selected. 

The CPT report emphasized that although stock status cannot be determined for Tier 5 stocks, extremely 
low survey CPUE levels since 2002 suggest that the WAIRKC stock is “overfished”. The SSC 
understands the CPT’s concern but corrected the record to indicate that there are insufficient data 
to support an overfished designation at this time. However, based on the very limited amount of 
historical information available, the stock is likely at a low level. Additionally, the CPT noted that the 
EFH Fishing Effects analyses show areas of high cumulative habitat disturbance in some areas of Petrel 
Bank and suggest this region be considered for habitat protection.  The SSC recommends the author consult 
with the APU FAST Lab Fishing Effects analysts to ascertain the gear-specific and seasonal disturbance 
trends that could support further consideration of possible habitat protection measures. 

Bristol Bay Red King Crab Model Runs 
The SSC received a report on model alternatives for setting harvest specifications for Bristol Bay red king 
crab (BBRKC) for October. The SSC thanks the author Katie Palof (ADF&G) for addressing CPT and SSC 
comments as she takes over this stock assessment. The assessment has been run in GMACS since 2018. 
There has been no directed fishery in the last two years due to State of Alaska harvest control rules for 
female biomass. 
  
Nine models were considered (including the base model) that included updated GMACS code (21.1b), 
changes to the start date of the model (22.0), multiple methods for fixing or estimating M (23.0, 23.0a, 
23.0b), considerations for NMFS survey catchability (Q) (23.1a), and an assessment of how influential the 
NMFS survey re-tow data are (23.2). 
  
Updating to the new GMACS code led to some minor differences in reference points, the causes of which 
were not clear. The SSC requests that the cause of these changes be identified. 
  
The justification for starting the model in 1985 rather than 1975 is that the time-block of elevated M in the 
early 1980s would no longer be required. However, this change resulted in increased retrospective patterns. 
The SSC requests further development of this model in the future. 
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Survey Q prior CVs were reconsidered to try to address the unrealistically high catchability coefficients 
when the BSFRF data are included. 
  
M was fixed in two model runs based on recent publications and previous likelihood profile work and a 
constant M was estimated within the model. The results from different M estimation led to variable effects 
on recruitment, selectivity, and reference points. The CPT discussed the similarities with snow crab and 
called into question the value of F35% for this as well as other crab stocks. However, among all the model 
runs, the estimation of M in the model led to reduced retrospective patterns. The SSC discussed the potential 
for future model runs to incorporate both the M estimate and later model start date but the author noted that 
this had been done and did not fix the retrospective patterns associated with the later start date. The SSC 
also discussed the merits of updating previous work on the relationship between environmental variables 
and M, but no recommendation was made by the SSC. 
 
The model runs that removed NMFS survey re-tow data showed a large effect on estimated female biomass 
in years when a high proportion of females had not completed the molt mate cycle. In 2021, when only 
about 10% of the females had not gone through the molt mate cycle, the effects on estimated female biomass 
and modeled size compositions were much lower, suggesting that a re-tow is only necessary above 10%. 
Additional data would be valuable to support a higher threshold. 
  
The author and CPT recommended bringing forward Models 21.1b, 22.0, 23.0a, and a fallback Tier 4 
calculation based on survey biomass (as recommended in the Simpler Model Workgroup Report) for the 
October meeting. The SSC concurs with this recommendation.  
 
The SSC supports additional research on the following issues: 

● Further consider how to estimate survey catchability relative to including the BSFRF survey data 
in the model. The SSC supports focus on this at the January CPT modeling meeting. 

● Revisit blocking on molting probability from tagging data. 

● Continue to look at initial conditions, sensitivity on growth, and retrospective patterns.  

Tanner Crab Model Runs 

The SSC received a presentation on the proposed EBS Tanner crab stock assessment model runs for 
September 2023. The SSC appreciates the efforts by the author to explore a range of Tier 3 model 
alternatives, including: (1) use of a finer one millimeter size bin structure, (2) fitting to a model-based 
(VAST) trawl survey abundance index and incorporation of time-varying natural mortality, (3) estimating 
growth outside the assessment model and basing survey selectivity on BSFRF survey data, and (4) a 
modified version of the simple Tier 4 fallback model defined during the March Simple Modelling 
Workshop.  
 
The SSC supports the CPT recommended models for the September 2023 assessment cycle. These 
include: 

● Model 22.03b – base model with minor changes, change in ADMB version and fixing a single 
parameter that was previously estimated at the bounds 

● A Tier 4 “fallback” model consistent with the guidelines identified during the March Simpler 
Models Workshop 
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While the SSC agrees with the CPT that the Model 23.02 including the model-based (VAST) survey 
abundance index may provide a valuable future direction for model development, it does not recommend 
this model be brought forward for September 2023.  The SSC reiterates its support for transitioning this 
model, or a simplified version thereof, into the standardized GMACS platform. The SSC feels that 
transitioning this assessment into GMACS is a higher priority at this point than continued 
exploration of model alternatives (e.g. 23.02, 23.05) within the existing framework. The SSC further 
reiterates its recommendation from October 2022 that the GMACS implementation of the Tanner crab 
model could represent a simplified version of the current model structure, as a foundation upon which 
additional features may be explored and incorporated sequentially.  
 
It was clarified during discussion that one of the minor changes to Model 22.03b was fixing the slope for a 
logistic retention function which had been at an upper bound, indicating a knife-edged functional form. 
With respect to the reference time period (years) for status determination under the Tier 4 calculations, the 
CPT recommended that the rationale for the time period be based on the justification provided during the 
last time this stock was assessed using Tier 4 methods. The SSC requests that a clear justification for the 
choice of reference time period be provided in the September SAFE document, beyond simple precedent, 
and that several alternative time periods be considered (each with its own justification).  
 
The SSC concurs with the CPT that continued exploration of constrained time-varying natural mortality 
may be appropriate, when paired with external estimation of growth and use of BSFRF data to inform priors 
on selectivity. This may represent a suitable balance in terms of the added complexity of time-varying 
natural mortality, against reductions in the complexity of growth and selectivity estimation. However, the 
SSC recommends that these explorations be conducted using a GMACS version of the assessment 
model, when successfully implemented.  
 

Pribilof Island Blue King Crab Model Runs 
The SSC received a presentation on model alternatives to be brought forward for setting harvest 
specifications for Pribilof Islands Blue King Crab (PIBKC) in October 2023. PIBKC is assessed under Tier 
4 biennially using a state-space random walk model fit to survey design-based estimates of mature male 
biomass. The model is currently implemented in ADMB. The stock author presented an alternative 
implementation of this model fit in TMB using the rema package in R, which is also used for Tier 5 
groundfish assessments. No changes to the underlying model structure were made. The author presented 
results from both model implementations and differences in the results were negligible, as anticipated. The 
author and CPT recommended using the results from the rema R package at the October meeting to set 
specifications for this stock, which would better align methods with lower-tier groundfish assessments and 
make use of model code with a broader user and development community. The SSC concurs with the 
author and CPT recommended application of the rema R package for this Tier 4 assessment. The SSC 
also looks forward to the SAFE section on rebuilding in September as the rebuilding plan nears its second 
decade. 

Snow Crab Proposed Model Runs 
The SSC received a presentation on proposed model runs for the September 2023 snow crab assessment. 
In 2022, the snow crab assessment transitioned to the GMACS modeling platform, but considerable 
modeling issues arose during the September assessment cycle, including convergence problems, bimodality 
in management quantities, unrealistically high target fishing mortality rates and large retrospective patterns. 
This year, exploratory modeling work was motivated by recommendations from the simpler modeling 
working group for more robust assessment modeling approaches. The SSC acknowledges the effort of the 
assessment author in conducting these investigations in the relatively short time since the March workshop. 
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In addition to the status quo GMACS model from last year, four models were evaluated in the draft 
assessment, a research model with simplified stock dynamics but with addition of time-varying natural 
mortality, two “bridging models” that brought some of the features of the research model into the GMACS 
status quo model, and a Tier 4 assessment. The SSC found this terminology to be confusing, as previously 
the term “bridging model” has been used to refer to models used to support a transition from one modeling 
platform to another. Both the bridging models and the research models featured improved model fits and 
reduced retrospective patterns, but the CPT considered the research model to be too preliminary for use in 
October. 

The CPT recommended four models for consideration in October: 1) the status quo model; 2) a 
simpler model in which the probability of terminal molt is pre-specified based on survey data and 
survey selectivity is informed by priors derived from the BSFRF catchability studies; 3) and a Tier 4 
(fallback) random effect model based on survey biomass. The CPT noted that the simpler model 
continued to exhibit convergence problems and should only be brought forward if those issues are 
addressed. The SSC agrees with the CPT to bring forward the status quo model and a Tier 4 random 
effects model. The SSC recommends that some variant of the simpler model be brought forward at 
the assessment author’s discretion but does not want to be prescriptive about the configuration of the 
model. Any model that is brought forward should show adequate convergence properties, and the 
incremental effect of each change from the status quo model should be evaluated. 

The stock assessment author has initiated a process of rethinking the fundamental assumptions that led to 
the current status quo model. The SSC fully supports this process but recognizes this is likely to be a multi-
year effort. The SSC offers the following comments to facilitate future model development. 

Assessment models with time-varying M often show desirable properties but it is important to recognize 
time-varying M can absorb variation in other parameters that are time-varying. Ideally it would be 
preferable to directly incorporate an environmental covariate in the assessment to inform temporal changes 
in natural mortality, but it must be acknowledged that such covariates are seldom available. The SSC 
recommends that a conservative approach be used for incorporating time-varying M. For example, it may 
be reasonable to fit an initial model with time-varying M in all years, and use that model to identify a 
smaller set of years where there is a strong signal to model with time-varying M. 

Pre-specifying model parameters is a good approach to reduce model complexity, but much can be learned 
by comparing the performance of models where the only difference is external versus internal estimation 
of important parameters. Ideally parameters such as growth should be estimated within the model to include 
all the information that informs these parameters and accurately propagate uncertainty, but the SSC 
recognizes that this may not always be possible. When the external estimation approach is taken, estimates 
of uncertainty should be included in the assessment in addition to the point estimates, so that the uncertainty 
in external estimation is propagated through to assessment results. The SSC supports exploration of models 
with pre-specified growth parameters, as well as using BSFRF survey data as a prior for survey 
selectivity/catchability. 

The SSC considers treating the probability of maturing/terminal molt as an annually-varying parameter 
estimated externally from the model as a very promising approach. Data to inform these estimates are 
observations of the ratio of large-claw new shell crab (recently molted and mature) to small-claw new shell 
crab (recently molted but immature). Field biologists and crab life history experts should be consulted to 
understand the reliability of these data for stock assessment. Rather than adding the raw survey estimates 
to the model, an initial analysis in a GLM modeling framework, which treats years as random effects, should 
be considered. This approach could provide smoother estimates, accommodate differing sample sizes by 
year and length, and deal appropriately with years in which data are missing. 
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While a male-only assessment for snow crab is worth exploring as a simplification, the SSC recommends 
other approaches be considered to reduce the tension in the model between fitting male and female data. 
For example, it may be worthwhile to uncouple female and male population dynamics as much as possible 
in the current two-sex model. The SSC supports the CPT recommendation for a model that includes males 
and females, does not model groundfish bycatch, but estimates selectivity and recruitment by sex, and 
includes a penalty of how much recruitment can vary between the sexes. A more strategic approach to data 
weighting could also be considered, such that female data would receive less weight than male data in 
model fitting. The primary consideration should be that estimation of female parameters should not have a 
large effect on male parameter estimation. 

Similar considerations also apply to how to reduce the tension between modeling bycatch fisheries and 
modeling the snow crab in the target fishery. Again, the primary consideration should be that estimation of 
bycatch parameters should not have a large effect on estimation of parameters for the target fishery. 

Contrary to the original intent of the tier system, due to changes in the estimates of terminal molt probability, 
the F35% fishing mortality rate no longer results in a meaningful conservation constraint on the fishery for 
snow crab. To evaluate a potential alternative to the status quo, the SSC recommends that OFL and 
ABC estimates be provided for a modified Tier 3 approach for each model carried forward. This 
approach has the following characteristics: the OFL is calculated by replacing F35% in the Tier 3 harvest 
control rule by the model estimate of natural mortality. Biomass reference levels and status determination 
would be calculated using MMB as usual for Tier 3. The SSC requests evaluation of this approach by 
the assessment author and the CPT. 

Simpler Modeling Workgroup Report  

The SSC received an overview of the CPT discussion on outcomes from a joint inter-agency and SSC 
workgroup that met on March 27-28 in Seattle, WA. The working group was formed in response to a 
recommendation made by the SSC during its October 2022 meeting that SSC members and stock 
assessments authors jointly explore model parsimony and legacy assumptions for three crab stocks: 
BBRKC, Tanner and snow. This request originated from concerns about ongoing convergence issues, poor 
fits, and unrealistic management outputs (e.g., fishing mortality rates). In addition, modeling efforts being 
migrated to GMACS was seen by the SSC as an opportunity to evaluate fundamental model assumptions 
and complexity. The SSC appreciated the opportunity to collaborate with the stock assessment 
authors and CPT members on these issues and found the exercise informative and useful.  
 
The working group discussed a set of objectives to guide discussion. The first two objectives focused on 
assumptions associated with Tier 3 base models and creating opportunities for authors to explore new 
models without being tied to legacy models. As noted in the CPT minutes and workgroup report, the 
workgroup identified several pathways to help assessment authors focus development efforts to evaluate 
basic legacy assumptions on crab biology and model formulations, and to potentially simplify base model 
approaches. The workgroup identified several items for future work, including: 
 

1. Pre-specifying growth and maturity from analyses outside of the model. In addition, the SSC 
requests the authors explore methods to propagate uncertainty from the growth and maturity 
analysis through to assessment results;  

2. consider using Bering Sea Fisheries Research Foundation (BSFRF) data to inform a prior on Q 
and/or survey selectivity rather than treating the BSFRF data as separate survey to be fit by the 
model; and  

3. combining all mortality sources other than the directed fishery into a single “fleet” to avoid 
estimating multiple time series of fishing mortality rates for bycatch fisheries. 

https://meetings.npfmc.org/CommentReview/DownloadFile?p=707cf4ac-266d-4213-bd9d-b4002e96012d.pdf&fileName=Crab%20Modeling%20Working%20group%20Report.pdf
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The SSC supports the workgroup and CPT recommendations described above and also recommends 
the following issues be considered during evaluation of simpler model structures:  

● Information on the trade-offs related to model parsimony (i.e., empirically examine the 
performance of simple versus complex formulations). Some examples include retrospective 
analysis, comparison of fit statistics, and information about the ability of the model to accurately 
characterize biological processes and output realistic management quantities.  

● Retrospective plots that compare the OFLs predicted by the existing status quo Tier 3 model plotted 
against the Tier 4 models.  

● Identify specific simulations and/or analyses to help identify trade-offs between model performance 
vs shifting to a lower tier. 

● Highlight data/information issues. For example, this may include considering the relative 
confidence in available data and how these data may relate to data weighting schemes and the 
estimation of parameters inside or outside of the models.  

● Investigate alternative methods that improve modeling of both female and male processes. Specific 
recommendations are described under each stock’s agenda item. 

● A detailed evaluation of State versus federal harvest control rules for setting the OFL/ABC and the 
TAC was beyond the scope of the workgroup, although an overview of differences was discussed. 
Differences between the State and federal harvest specification processes should continue to be 
considered when model changes are evaluated. Specifically, considerations for exploitation rates 
that differ between the processes should be a future discussion point.  

The SSC supports the CPT recommendations that further work on evaluating the simplified model 
processes be incorporated into the CPT modeling workshop schedule, as appropriate. The SSC looks 
forward to future updates on progress.  
 
Finally, the workgroup recommended a Tier 4 survey biomass approach to address potential model 
specification and fit issues that may arise when setting limits. This recommendation builds from the SSC 
October 2022 recommendation. The approach sets F=M and an estimate of biomass estimated from the 
trawl survey to specify the ABC/OFL, as well as specifying a reference period for status determination (i.e., 
BMSY proxy). The intent is to use the Tier 4 survey biomass approach only if serious issues prevent selection 
of alternative approaches for specification. Some examples of possible serious model deficiencies (“failed 
model”) include convergence issues as opposed to unrealistic F rates or biomass values or poor retrospective 
patterns.  
 
The SSC supports the Tier 4 survey biomass approach, recognizing that feasible Tier 3 approaches 
are preferred. The SSC also supports the workgroup recommendation that the survey biomass use 
vulnerable male biomass estimated from the survey using the rema R package (male crabs likely to 
be susceptible to both directed and incidental catch fisheries).  

Catch accounting update on EM and Crab 

The SSC received an informational summary of the federal electronic monitoring program (EM), the 
proportion of different fleets moving to EM and catch estimations for crab resulting from this alternate 
observer program. The CPT requested the presentation primarily to understand how retained crab were 
accounted for in the Bering Sea pelagic trawl fishery where discarding of crab is prohibited and EM is used 
to monitor compliance. Few crab are seen in pelagic trawl EM offloads, but once the EM program for the 
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Bering Sea pelagic trawl fleet is fully implemented in 2025, the data should be available for integration into 
stock assessments. 

There is partial coverage for fixed-gear (i.e., hook-and-line and pot) fisheries for vessels greater than or 
equal to 40 feet in overall length that opt into EM rather than having an observer onboard. EM is used on a 
trip-by-trip basis in place of observers and crab are required to be discarded. As it is difficult to identify 
crab to species using EM, discards from trips with EM are treated as unidentified and not counted towards 
any stock removals. Unaccounted crab bycatch is largely from vessels fishing pots and relatively rare in 
hook-and-line fisheries. Work is underway to incorporate a stock-area component into prohibited species 
estimates and developing methodology for identifying crab species on EM video. The SSC looks forward 
to any updates on this issue as progress is made. 

Bering Sea Fisheries Research Foundation update (including spring BBRKC survey 
preliminary results) 
The SSC received an informational summary on current and planned research being conducted by the 
Bering Sea Fisheries Research Foundation, including preliminary results of a collaborative pot survey 
project conducted this past winter with ADF&G and AFSC. The SSC appreciates this update and supports 
the research but suggests that as these efforts move forward, consideration be made as to whether the survey 
methods and timing of surveys may be modified to better understand the effectiveness of crab protections 
that are currently in place.  

Unobserved mortality working group (next steps) 
In October 2022, the SSC recommended the formation of a working group to develop a framework for how 
to estimate the magnitude of unobserved fishing mortality for crab stocks and how these estimates may be 
incorporated into BSAI crab stock assessments. The Council approved this recommendation in December 
2022. The issue of unobserved fishing mortality of crab has been discussed recently by the Council, Council 
committees and advisory bodies. A summary of when unobserved mortality has been discussed in the 
Council process, as well as outcomes of the discussions, was provided by Council staff. Given the paucity 
of research on unobserved mortality, Council staff are seeking additional direction to clarify the objectives 
of the working group as well as instruction on the expected timeline for meeting these objectives. 

The CPT discussed the next steps for addressing unobserved fishing mortality during their May 2023 
meeting and received a presentation on work currently being done to estimate crab injury and mortality 
from trawl encounters. The CPT proposed that an inter-agency working group would be appropriate for 
making long-term progress on this topic, but that holding one or more workshops would be useful for 
gaining a broad range of perspectives that could provide additional information to help develop estimates 
for unobserved crab mortality. The CPT also noted that even if estimates of unobserved mortality were not 
included in stock assessments, gaining a better understanding of this source of mortality would still be 
useful for informing conservation or management measures. The SSC supports the CPT’s suggestion of 
holding a workshop in addition to an inter-agency working group.  

The SSC recommends that the goal, or purpose, of the working group be clarified and suggests slightly 
modified wording from the October 2022 SSC report and the December 2022 Council motion: 

To develop a framework for how to estimate the magnitude and extent of unobserved fishing mortality 
for crab stocks along with guidance for explicitly incorporating these estimates in BSAI crab stock 
assessments and informing other council actions related to the conservation and management of crab 
stocks. 

The SSC highlighted that the goal of the working group and workshop would be to develop a framework, 
guidance, and research priorities, but not to do the actual research and calculations. As such, the SSC 
recommends the working group could be established for a finite time frame. The SSC acknowledged in the 
October 2022 SSC report that there are studies informing some of the inputs needed to achieve this goal, 
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but that a framework for the calculations should be very explicit about each of the data sources and required 
assumptions. The SSC noted that multiple approaches may be needed. 

To accomplish this goal, the SSC suggests the following objectives for the working group: 

● Identify data sources, major data gaps, and assumptions needed to estimate unobserved mortality 
for stock assessments. 

● Provide recommendations for research priorities and/or needed research projects to be able to 
estimate unobserved mortality and to better understand the temporal and spatial patterns of 
unobserved mortality across fisheries and gear types. For example: 

○ Field studies designed to improve mortality estimates and quantify long-term, delayed 
mortality following interactions with trawl gear (e.g., CPT - May 2022; Crab Workplan – 
December 2022). 

○ Spatial analyses for estimating unobserved mortality that may involve the spatial overlap 
of stocks and various fisheries, the mortality rate of interactions and/or the ratio of 
unobserved to observed encounters (SSC – October 2022). 

○ Technical approaches for including unobserved mortality in crab stock assessments. 

● Organize a workshop with stakeholder participation to gain a broader perspective and refine 
research needs (see Council’s October 2022 request for information for input from industry on 
research that would, among other things, evaluate unobserved mortality). 

○ The SSC suggests that the initial public workshop should include representatives of 
communities and user groups, stock assessment authors (if not already part of the working 
group), and external experts.  

○ The SSC also recommends having a facilitator lead the workshop so that working group 
members can fully participate. 

The SSC discussed that depending on the outcomes of the workshop, the membership of the working group 
may change to reflect the expertise needed moving forward. The SSC also recommends that the working 
group consider all relevant gear types unless otherwise specified or prioritized by the Council. 

The SSC envisions that the final products of the working group include: 

● A framework for estimating unobserved fishing mortality for crab stocks and explicitly 
incorporating these estimates into stock assessments. 

● A report on specific research/data needs related to unobserved fishing mortality of crab. 

● Recommendations for approaches to investigate spatial/temporal extent of unobserved mortality 
over fisheries and gear types, to the extent practicable (the scope may be narrowed to what may be 
reasonably achieved). 

The increased interest in accounting for unobserved fishing mortality, given the recent collapse of the 
BBRKC and EBS snow crab stocks and the rebuilding plan for snow crab, suggests that it is important to 
make immediate progress on this issue while realizing that achievement of the goal of the working group 
may take time. Therefore, the SSC recommends establishing the working group and convening their first 
meeting no later than early 2024. Ideally, developing research priorities, holding at least one workshop and 
finalizing recommendations from the workshop would be accomplished by the end of 2024. Development 
of the framework for estimating unobserved mortality and guidelines for incorporating unobserved 

https://meetings.npfmc.org/Meeting/Details/2941
https://meetings.npfmc.org/Meeting/Details/2941
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mortality into stock assessments and understanding its temporal/spatial extent across fisheries and gear 
types may take longer. 

Stock structure template for Red King Crab 

The SSC received a report on a draft stock structure template for red king crab, focusing on stocks in the 
eastern Bering Sea (EBS). In June 2022, the SSC requested that a stock structure template be completed for 
red king crab to evaluate support for the existing stock units, particularly whether red king crab in the 
Northern District are part of the Bristol Bay stock. The stock structure template was developed for 
groundfish stocks and provides a framework for evaluating the appropriateness of current management 
boundaries (stock definitions). The template synthesizes available information concerning stock structure, 
including genetic studies, biological characteristics, distribution, retention areas and any other relevant 
information. The available document is a draft with several incomplete sections. The SSC recommends that 
the draft be completed and included as an appendix to the BBRKC SAFE document, as has been the practice 
for groundfish stock structure templates. Links to the document should be included in other red king crab 
SAFE documents. 

Information provided in the draft template suggests that there is continuity between the Bristol Bay stock 
and red king crab in the Northern District. This grouping was distinct from the Pribilof Island and Norton 
Sound red king crab stocks. The biomass in the Northern District is small relative to the Bristol Bay stock. 
There is some evidence of a slight increasing trend of abundance in the Northern District. It is unclear 
whether red king crab in the Northern District interact biologically with main Bristol Bay crab stock, for 
example, whether they would migrate south to participate in spawning along the Alaska Peninsula. 

 SSC recommendations for completing the document are as follows: 

● Provide a more thorough summary of recent tagging data. Maps of tagging data showed eastward 
movement on average but no interpretation was provided. 

● Include distribution maps for the EBS using the bottom trawl survey data. 

● Provide biomass trends by stock to compare the relative magnitude of the different stocks. 

● Include EFH species distribution maps for red king crab. 

● If time allows, include maps of bycatch in the groundfish fishery using observer data. 

● Summarize research on larval drift patterns for BBRKC in Daly et al. (20201) and other relevant 
information on oceanographic retention mechanisms for crab in the EBS. 

The SSC identified a research need for a genetic study focusing on EBS red king crab stocks. In addition, 
the SSC recommends that any future tagging work consider deploying tags in the Northern District to 
evaluate whether there is exchange between the Northern District and Bristol Bay. 

C2 Annual Observer Report  
The SSC received a presentation on the 2022 observer program annual report from Jennifer Ferdinand 
(NOAA-AFSC) and Phil Ganz (NOAA-AKRO). Public testimony was provided by Julie Bonney (Alaska 
Groundfish Data Bank). The SSC thanks the presenters for the summary and response to questions.  

 
1 Daly, B., C Parada, T. Loher, S. Hinckley, A.J. Hermann and D. Armstrong. Red king crab larval advection 
in Bristol Bay: Implications for recruitment variability. 2020. Fisheries Oceanography, Vol. 29:505-525. 
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The SSC notes that the annual observer report outlines the general design, planning and reporting process, 
fees and budget including per-day deployment costs, deployment performance review, compliance and 
enforcement, and NMFS recommendations for next year’s deployment. The 2022 observer report was 
abbreviated (as was the 2021 report) and did not include a full evaluation of deployment. This is intended 
to be a temporary situation to facilitate work on evaluating sampling design and cost efficiencies that may 
be incorporated into the 2024 Annual Deployment Plan (ADP). The SSC last reviewed a full annual 
observer report in June 2021 (the 2020 report). 

The SSC recognizes the large scope of the North Pacific observer program (the largest in the nation), as 
well as the challenges of covering a diverse set of fisheries across a broad geographical area and 
congratulates the program on largely achieving training and deployment targets.  
 
The 2022 deployment rates for strata in partial coverage were:  

● No Selection – 0%  

● Trawl vessels not participating in the EM Exempted Fishing Permit (EFP) – 30%  

● Hook-and-line (HAL) – 19%  

● Pot – 17%  

● Fixed-Gear EM – 30%  

● Trawl vessels participating in the EM EFP –  

○ 100% at-sea EM 

○ In addition, 33% shoreside monitoring  

Actual coverage rates were lower than expected for EM HAL, EM POT, and HAL strata. The lower rate in 
the EM HAL and EM POT strata was caused by not all the video being reviewed at the time the report was 
compiled, in part due to staffing issues. The lower rate in the HAL stratum was due to operators canceling 
selected trips and waivers issued by NMFS. Of the HAL trips selected for observer coverage in 2022, 41.5% 
were canceled by the operator; the highest cancellation rate since gear-based strata were implemented in 
2016.  The SSC supports the NMFS recommendations to address video quality issues (of 2022 hauls 
reviewed 57% had high image quality, 17% was medium video quality, and 26% was low or unusable 
video quality) and possibly remove vessels from the EM program if needed. The SSC also supports 
further evaluation of the high rate of HAL trip cancellations. 
 
The SSC appreciates the reporting on costs of the different types of observer coverage (full, partial or EM). 
The report provides the average cost per observer sea day in the partial coverage category of $1,492 (based 
on the cost of $4,428,624 for 2,968 observer days) for 2022. The average cost per day of observer coverage 
in the full coverage category in 2022 was $395. Both of these represent the highest per day cost since 2014. 
The SSC recommends working toward a similar cost per day calculation for EM coverage, including 
prorated costs for existing equipment that could be compared over time and to the full and partial 
coverage rates, noting that the data output/quality is not comparable across these different modes of 
observation. 

The SSC appreciated the summary of compliance and enforcement. The SSC notes its continued support 
for maintaining safe and professional working conditions for observers, and ensuring high data quality. The 
SSC recognizes that every single safety incident is important. The SSC was particularly concerned with the 
243% increase of occurrences per assignment in Intimidation, Coercion, and Hostile Work Environment 
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from 2021 to 2022. The SSC supports the FMAC recommendation that a time series of compliance 
and enforcement information be provided to better understand trends in the data beyond year-over-
year comparisons. Further, the SSC requests additional detail to help clearly identify the most 
important differences in numbers and rates between years. A figure including stacked bars and both 
the total number of deployments and incidents, which would illustrate both the rate and the magnitude, may 
be helpful. Further, the SSC recommends delineating enforcement statistics (especially sexual 
harassment) by gender and including this information in the annual report so that can be used to 
assess the experience of what is likely an underrepresented group in Alaska fisheries.2,3 The SSC 
further encourages the authors to consider decomposition of its aggregate enforcement statistics based on 
other available information such as race, ethnicity, and/or tenure to provide a fuller picture of experiences 
of potentially underrepresented groups within the program and Alaska fisheries more broadly. The SSC 
highlights that these more descriptive measures and figures may be helpful to NOAA OLE in evaluating 
the efficacy of their harm reduction interventions. 

The SSC supports the NMFS recommendations for the 2024 ADP, including addressing the high 
cancellation rates and video quality compliance. The SSC strongly supports the integrated approach 
to monitoring and data collection across all approaches and suggests that efforts continue to make 
sure the assessment authors have sufficient input to maintain data streams necessary for subsequent 
analyses. 

The SSC appreciates the preview of the ongoing ADP development, and generally supports the concepts 
and ideas presented for 2024 but did not review specific proposals and/or details of this ADP. The SSC 
would appreciate the opportunity to review future ADP analyses far enough in advance to benefit 
from any potential recommendations.  

The SSC recommends that future observer annual reports contain a statistical evaluation of potential 
observer effects (as was included in the 2020 and 2018 annual reports); this information is critical to 
understanding the success of the previous year and for evaluating the deployment plan for the 
upcoming year. Understanding whether there are potential differences between observed and 
unobserved fishing activity is fundamental to the use and interpretation of these data. 

The SSC has the following additional recommendations: 

● The SSC recommends providing a performance evaluation that is clearly linked to each of the 13 
proposed metrics that were identified as useful for evaluating “optimal” performance. A ‘stop light’ 
or report card may be an efficient way to summarize this information in addition to the quantitative 
elements (actual numbers). The SSC would value seeing the mathematical or statistical formulas 
that are used to derive the individual performance metrics. 

● In the annual report, it is important to separate out the mortality of prohibited species in the 
maximized retention category in contrast to that occurring in the observer category. The term 
“discards” was confusing in the table when these two categories were mixed. Mortality rate would 
appear to be 100% in the maximized retention category, while it has the potential to be less when 
a prohibited species is observed, counted and discarded back into the ocean at sea. 

● The SSC requests estimates of the fraction of the catch by gear and coverage type that is potentially 
sampled by the observer (e.g., when only one observer is present on a vessel how much catch is 

 
2 Statistic presented could follow those in the recent US EEOC report: https://www.eeoc.gov/data/sexual-
harassment-our-nations-workplaces  
3 Tracking representation in various fisheries activities has been identified as a need at the international 
level:  https://www.fao.org/3/a-i6623e.pdf 

https://www.eeoc.gov/data/sexual-harassment-our-nations-workplaces
https://www.eeoc.gov/data/sexual-harassment-our-nations-workplaces
https://www.fao.org/3/a-i6623e.pdf
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processed while the observer is not working), noting that all of this catch is currently reported as 
“monitored”. 

● The SSC notes the importance of observer recruitment and training and recommends that a metric 
describing turnover would be helpful for cost and enforcement evaluation.  

● Description of protected resources and prohibited species incidents occurrences (e.g., seabird 
avoidance) would benefit from a time series for context rather than simply raw counts for the year 
reported. 

C4 Bristol Bay Red King Crab Closures – Initial Review 
The SSC received an EA/RIR and presentation from Sam Cunningham (NPFMC) and Mason Smith 
(NOAA-AKRO) on closing the Bristol Bay Red King Crab Savings Area (RKCSA).  Oral public testimony 
was provided by Gordon Kruse (self); Scott Goodman (BSFRF); Brent Paine (United Catcher Boats); 
Austin Estabrooks and Stephanie Madsen (At-Sea Processors Association); Maria Painter (FV Katrina Em 
Inc); Corey Lescher (Alaska Bering Sea Crabbers); Edward Poulsen (multiple FVs); Kristin Stahl-Johnson 
(OceanPeople Resources); John Gauvin (Alaska Seafood Cooperative); Gabriel Prout (FV Silver Spray); 
and Mateo Paz-Soldan (City of St Paul) and Simeon Swetzof (St Paul Island).   
  
The SSC expresses its appreciation to the analysts for their efforts to assemble relevant information to 
inform the Council on an action with complex effects, with some ancillary considerations. The SSC 
appreciates the new methods integrated into this analysis, including improved estimates of wholesale 
values. The analysis addressed the Council’s proposed alternatives relating to closing the RKCSA to several 
fleets, as well as a new gear performance standard designed to help address bottom contact from pelagic 
trawls, and an alternative industry-offered incentive plan program. While the document is a good start, 
the SSC finds that this initial review analysis is not sufficient to inform Council decision-making at 
final action. 
  
A major challenge in preparing this analysis is that data and information related to many key questions on 
the effects of the proposed alternatives are not available. As a result, the analysis focuses on uncertainty in 
the characterization of costs and benefits. Specifically, the extent of unobserved fishing mortality in the 
RKCSA is unknown, and hence it is not possible to assess whether reducing these effects in the RKCSA 
could lead to material improvements in the BBRKC stock; this would be necessary to conclude whether the 
proposed action is likely to be a successful conservation measure. Similarly, there are key uncertainties in 
how displaced fleets would reallocate their effort outside the RKCSA, how total target harvest and 
associated crab and non-crab PSC (which may increase) would change, and how the time of fishing and 
total operating costs would change. The SSC finds the current analysis treats these different 
uncertainties too similarly, deemphasizing available evidence that relocating effort will impose 
considerable financial costs that need to be weighed against an uncertain conservation benefit (or 
cost), and leaving the impression that costs are as likely to be either negligible or significant as 
benefits. 
  
The SSC recommends the following additional steps to more accurately portray the likely range of costs 
and benefits of the proposed alternatives. 

○ Develop a richer and better integrated model of effort displacement across the fleets.  Location 
choice responses to closed areas and PSC encounters in the pelagic trawl and Amendment 80 fleets 
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have been extensively studied in the Bering Sea (e.g., Haynie et al. 20094; Haynie and Layton 
20105; Chen et al. 20236), using discrete choice models summarized in the FishSET tool at AFSC. 
These approaches can be adopted or, if estimation of these models is impracticable, published 
model coefficients can be used to predict effort reallocation based on revealed behavior. These 
models can be supplemented by local knowledge from the affected fleets. 

○ Using the predicted spatial effort reallocation, estimate key outcome variables. These include 
PSC catch of crab, Chinook, non-Chinook salmon, halibut and herring, impacts on crab EFH inside 
and outside the RKCSA, as well as the additional time fished, and the costs of additional time and 
fuel expended. For example, PSC harvest from predicted effort allocations can be calculated by 
updating the equations in Appendix 2 to:  

 

where GF CPUEarea is groundfish target catch (mt) per unit effort (e.g. trawl duration), RKCSA GF 
Catch is the groundfish target catch within the RKCSA, and PSC CPUEarea is prohibited species 
catch (mt) per unit effort within an area that receives additional effort. RKCSA PSC is the current 
prohibited species catch within the RKCSA (mt). 

○ Improve the characterization of shore-based and inshore floating processors, as well as tendering 
activities. 

○ Discuss the types of benefits that would potentially accrue to engaged and dependent 
communities, including impacts on vulnerability, portfolio diversity, and the likely pattern of 
differential distribution of those benefits across communities, if there were to be a conservation 
benefit to the proposed action. 

○ The SSC extensively discussed ways to better characterize the likelihood that there would be a 
meaningful improvement in either stock levels or the likely reopening of the fishery as a result of 
the proposed action. The SSC notes that current PSC limits are on the order of 0.1% of total BBRKC 
abundance, and limits are rarely met. The SSC suggests the analysts consult with stock 
assessment authors to better summarize the biological consequences of different levels of PSC 
at current levels of abundance, which may be reflected in already available analyses. 

The SSC notes that continued improvement of ecological and socioeconomic data collections will help fill 
key information gaps in future analyses. Key information gaps in this analysis could have been significantly 
reduced with more robust ecological and socioeconomic data collections. For example, data on fuel cost 
and bait cost could illuminate the cost of displaced fishing effort, and information on crew residence could 
allow better association of the alternatives’ effects on the harvest sector with individual communities. 
 

 
4 Haynie, A.C., Hicks, R.L. and Schnier, K.E., 2009. Common property, information, and cooperation: 
commercial fishing in the Bering Sea. Ecological Economics, 69(2), pp.406-413. 
5 Haynie, A.C. and Layton, D.F., 2010. An expected profit model for monetizing fishing location choices. 
Journal of Environmental Economics and Management, 59(2), pp.165-176. 
6 Chen, Y.A., Haynie, A.C. and Anderson, C.M., 2023. Full-Information Selection Bias Correction for 
Discrete Choice Models with Observation-Conditional Regressors. Journal of the Association of 
Environmental and Resource Economists, 10(1), pp.231-261. 
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The SSC suggests that, using existing data, conducting a retrospective evaluation of the RKCSA since its 
inception, as well as other past spatial management measures for crab conservation, would provide both 
performance metrics for the program and insight into how the RKCSA contributes to stock health.   
 
In Section 4 of the document, the SSC notes that both the gear definition and the performance standard 
evaluations resulted in NMFS recommendations to the Council. The SSC appreciates the detailed review 
of the historical regulatory pelagic gear definition language and notes that additional examination of this 
language and its revisions over time would provide valuable perspectives that may expedite future efforts 
to incorporate technical gear terminology into regulation. It is notable that such language (e.g. applicability 
of flotation restrictions to specific sections of the gear) has impacts on both conservation and enforcement 
processes. Further, the SSC notes that there are additional lessons to be learned from the process leading to 
the current suite of AM80 gear regulations. For example, substantial gear research was conducted before 
the current gear regulations were adopted.    
  
The SSC also finds the evidence used to justify NMFS recommendations for the application of 
modern technologies for evaluation of the pelagic trawl gear performance standard insufficient to 
inform the Council. Specifically, the analysis of gear-seabed contact detection technology is inaccurate 
and lacks an evaluation of the published literature, the expert knowledge of gear researchers and the local 
knowledge of the fishing industry.The SSC recommends that the analysts apply the LKTKS on-ramps 
to integrate local knowledge provided by gear mensuration experts and the industry about the state 
of the art in gear-seabed contact mensuration at the scales of the commercial fishery. 

D3 Crew Data Collection Discussion Paper 
The SSC received a presentation from Michael Fey (Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission) 
considering paths forward related to socioeconomic data that can feasibly and consistently be collected 
across North Pacific federal fishing fleets to provide critical information for monitoring and evaluation of 
current and future Council decision making, programs, and amendments. The report focused specifically 
on three main issues: (1) the potential for universal Crew Data Collection (CDC); (2) the potential to collect 
quota lease prices across rationalized fisheries; and (3) the potential for redundancy of these efforts with 
current Economic Data Reports (EDRs) and consideration of changes to eliminate duplicative data 
collection efforts.  The SSC received public testimony from Rebecca Skinner (Alaska Whitefish Trawlers 
Association).  

The SSC strongly supports the collection of socioeconomic data to enable documenting performance 
for monitoring, program reviews, and as inputs for adaptive management in a dynamic natural 
environment.  A strong socioeconomic data program supports science-based management in pursuit of the 
goals of National Standards 1 and 8, and in compliance with National Standard 2 (e.g., community-level 
crew data would be responsive to National Standard 8 through tracking the sustained participation of fishing 
communities). Specific uses include community impacts sections within Social Impact Assessments and 
reports such as the Annual Community Engagement and Participation Overview (ACEPO) and Economic 
Stock Assessment and Fishery Evaluation (SAFE) analyses, among others. The SSC also notes that this 
effort supports management in the face of changing environmental conditions and increasing variability. 

The SSC considers this report a substantial improvement in terms of clarity and approach relative 
to past iterations of this and related efforts, and generally supports the path laid out in the “Possible 
Solutions” section. Specifically, the SSC supports the following: 

1) Uniform collection of a vessel-level survey to collect data on crew; 
2) Systematic collection of lease data costs across the federal catch share programs; and 
3) Updating the current EDR fields to be consistent with this effort and with one another. 
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The SSC notes that the data elements discussed in the report (crew data, lease prices) will likely 
require different surveys aimed at different populations, which could be helpful in prioritizing paths 
forward. The report contains the most detailed information related to crew data that would be acquired 
through a vessel-level survey. On the other hand, the costs of collecting quota lease data would affect only 
quota-managed fisheries through a quota owner list, rather than vessel owners. Therefore, the SSC 
supports the planned, incremental approach, which prioritizes simple data collection where the crew 
data collection would proceed first, followed by consideration of other socioeconomic data, and then 
aligning EDRs in response to final uniform data products.  Although the SSC generally supports the 
proposed plan for the vessel-level crew data survey, the SSC identified three substantive issues that 
the Council may want to consider before moving forward, as they will ultimately determine the utility 
of the data: 

1. As stated above, the SSC expects crew data to provide substantial value in Council decision-
informing analyses. However, the SSC cautions the Council that exempting small vessels from 
data collection could undermine the strength of the effort. Specifically, the Council is often 
explicitly interested in small vessels. Furthermore, smaller vessels are often associated with 
relatively small communities that are substantially engaged in or substantially dependent on 
Council managed fisheries and/or rank high in terms of other metrics used to identify communities 
to consider in Council analyses. Therefore, excluding small vessels may undermine the ability of 
the effort to meet the goals of National Standards 1, 2, and 8 and Executive Orders 13985 
(Advancing Racial Equity and Support for Underserved Communities Through the Federal 
Government) and 14008 (Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad), which point to 
analyses of the equitable distribution of resources and consideration of tribal affiliations.  

2. In reference to the request about collection mechanisms, the SSC had a more substantive comment 
relating to the process of developing and implementing the crew survey. To obtain usable data from 
the CDC effort (and any subsequent collection), the Council could benefit from a process that 
leverages best practices in survey design to inform the specific questions asked, improve the 
processes for acquiring the data, and proactively troubleshoot potential issues. The SSC 
expects this process would include examination of the wording of questions used in other regions, 
fisheries, and forms, as well as engagement with industry to ensure the specific phrasing of 
questions is clear and relevant based on their processes. This socialization and pre-testing of the 
survey would ensure that the information received aligns with the intended use. Due to the 
anticipated scale of the vessel-level survey, the SSC suggests that after initial development, the 
detailed plan and specific questions be reviewed by relevant Plan Teams, the Social Science 
Planning Team (SSPT) and the SSC.  

3. The SSC emphasizes that a successful vessel survey - even focused on “simple” data 
components that are relatively straightforward to collect - will require a focused effort to 
develop and implement. Therefore, the SSC notes the following: 

a. The SSC notes that ultimately the success of this program could be supported by a clear 
mapping between goals of the crew data collection and the specific questions posed, 
instrument used and pathway to Council documents. The SSC suggests that this effort be 
led by experts in social survey design who would identify a sampling frame and 
propose question options for the Council and its social science review bodies (SSPT 
and SSC) to consider. Should the Council take this path, the designer may want to 
consider the following issues: 

i. The discussion paper describes a vessel level crew survey that allows some key 
crew questions to be addressed (e.g., days worked by crew members, total 
payments to crew, possibly payments to crew by community), but not others (e.g., 
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crew participation by fishery or across multiple fisheries). The SSC suggests the 
designer consider the range of Council data needs and the survey strategy that 
best supports each. 

ii. The SSC is aware of a new Cost & Earnings Data Harmonization workgroup 
convened by NMFS Science and Technology. Comparable data from different 
regions could help inform management under changing conditions. For example, 
diverging costs between regions or fleets could provide insights into costs of 
environmental shocks and management changes. 

iii. There is a panel of social and economic questions that have been granted 
preclearance under the hybrid-generic clearance for information collection 
recently approved by OMB and these questions are being used in other regions 
currently conducting crew surveys.  

b. The SSC also suggests considering whether there are relatively simple data elements 
relevant for informing management in the face of increasing variability that could be 
efficiently collected using the same sampling frame. For example, fuel cost and bait cost 
data are commonly part of vessel data collections and would form the basis for estimates 
of costs associated with management actions such as area closures and longer trips as 
fishing grounds shift. A question related to where vessels spend their money on support 
services (e.g. fueling and other supplies) could help calibrate detailed regional economic 
models of fishing communities to better understand community-level vulnerability and 
dependence. 

Additionally, the SSC supports the initiative to collect data on quota ownership and lease costs.  This 
is critical to monitoring the performance of the people and communities that benefit from quota managed 
fisheries, and to Council actions relating to participation, career paths, and transfer that will support 
transition to a new generation of harvesters. The SSC suggests a similar process to ensure usable and high-
quality data are collected, specifically that a survey design be developed by survey experts (to include 
sample framing, question formulation, workshop or pilot projects with industry) and reviewed through the 
SSPT and SSC. The SSC notes that a similar process could also be used to obtain other simple 
socioeconomic data such as processor labor. 

Finally, the SSC suggests that after a review of the goals of a vessel-level data collection effort, the 
analysts and Council consider whether any of the priority elements could be collected through 
existing routine data collection methods or relatively minor modifications to those methods. Collection 
through a routine data collection method could be less burdensome to industry and less staff intensive 
to administer. For example, if a durable crew identifier were developed and utilized on fish tickets, that 
could provide analysts basic summary information, including crew tenure in the fishery, turnover, career 
progression, and changes in participation by age. 

SSC Member Associations 
At the beginning of each meeting, members of the SSC publicly acknowledge any direct associations with 
SSC agenda items. If an SSC member has a financial conflict of interest (defined in the 2003 Policy of the 
National Academies and discussed in Section 3) with an SSC agenda item, the member should recuse 
themselves from participating in SSC discussions on that subject, and such recusal should be documented 
in the SSC report. In cases where an SSC member is an author or coauthor of a report considered by the 
SSC, that individual should recuse themselves from discussion about SSC recommendations on that agenda 
item. However, that SSC member may provide clarifications about the report to the SSC as necessary. If, 
on the other hand, a report is prepared by individuals under the immediate line of supervision by an SSC 
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member, then that member should recuse themselves from leading the SSC recommendations for that 
agenda item, though they may otherwise participate fully in the SSC discussion after disclosing their 
associations with the authors. The SSC notes that there are no financial conflicts of interest between any 
SSC members and items on this meeting’s agenda.   

At this June 2023 meeting, a number of SSC members acknowledged associations with specific agenda 
items under SSC review. Robert Foy is the second line supervisor for Jennifer Ferdinand (C2 Observer 
Annual Report) and third or greater level supervisor for contributors to the following agenda items: AFSC 
members of the CPT; Mike Litzow (C1 BSAI Crab); Craig Faunce and Geoff Mayhew (C2 Observer 
Annual Report). Brad Harris was a contributor to the Fishing Effects model, which is included in the 
WAIRKC SAFE (C1 BSAI Crab) and C4 BBRKC Closures Initial Review draft; however, he did not 
contribute specifically to these documents. Andrew Munro supervises Hamachan Hamazaki, who 
contributed to the RKC stock structure template (C1 BSAI Crab). Jason Gasper was a contributor to the 
Catch Accounting EM presentation to the CPT under C1 BSAI Crab. Finally, Chris Siddon supervises Katie 
Palof (BSAI CPT co-chair; assessment author for BBRKC) and is a second-level supervisor to Tyler 
Jackson (assessment author for AIGKC and PIGKC).   
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